Intervals between successive joins of the network, in the lattice of subvarieties of completely regular semigroups, are characterised as direct products of particular subintervals. By comparing the network with the chain of varieties that are each generated by a free completely regular semigroup of finite rank we get information on the network and the chain.
Introduction.
Completely regular semigroups are semigroups that are unions of their subgroups. They may be regarded as universal algebras with an associative binary operation (multiplication) and a unary operation (inversion). As universal algebras, completely regular semigroups form a variety determined by the identities (1) x = JCJC" Let CR denote this variety and L CR denote the lattice of subvarieties of CR.
Descriptions of sublattices of L CR have proliferated in recent years. The sublattices for which detailed results have been obtained are all bounded above by BG V O where BG denotes the variety of all bands of groups and O denotes the variety of all orthodox completely regular semigroups. We will see that these sublattices lie at the bottom of L CR . Varieties under BG V O include the variety G of all groups, the variety B of all bands and the variety CS of all completely simple semigroups. The lattice of subvarieties of B has been fully described in [1] , [6] and [7] . The lattice of subvarieties of CS has been studied in [17] , [18] , [21] , [28] and [31] while other sublattices of L CR have been investigated in [15] , [19] , [24] , [25] , [27] , [30] and [22] .
We will see in the final section of the paper that if p is the universal congruence on Fξ* then the varieties induced by p^, p min , (ρ min ) min and (ρ min ) min respectively are G, B, BG and O. The variety BG V O is induced by (p^^min Π (Pmin) 111111 a n c * s therefore near the bottom of our network. The paper begins with preliminary notions and with two results on fully invariant congruences. Basic properties of p min , p™ 11 , p max and p max , where p is a congruence on a regular semigroup S, are derived in §3. The min-network p, p πύa9 p 1^, (p™ 11 )^, (p^n)™ 11 *-.., with intersections, is shown to be a sublattice of the lattice #(<£) of all congruences on S; this generalises a construction of M. Petrich and N. R. Reilly [29] based on the universal congruence of an inverse semigroup.
In §4 we see that if a congruence p on F£ R is fully invariant then so is Pmin> P™** Pmax ^d P max W e s e e i n § 5 that t h e max-network for a fully invariant congruence is a sublattice of ^(Fχ R ). The major result concerning the congruence network for a fully invariant congruence p on F£ R is that, as intervals of the lattice of fully invariant congruences on F£ R ,
The corresponding result holds for [p, p max V p max ]. We restate these results in varietal terminology and compare them with some results from the literature. If p is not the equality relation then our network of varieties is infinite with supremum CR.
We also prove that for distinct integers m and n the free completely regular semigroups of ranks m and n generate distinct varieties. The free completely regular semigroups of finite rank are not fundamental while Fχ R is fundamental. For undefined notation or terminology see [11] or [16].
Definitions and preliminary results.
Let S be a regular semigroup. Denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of S and by V(x) the set of inverses of x e S. We make use in the text of Nambooripad's sandwich set S(e, f) for e, f e= E(S) (see [22] or [23] ). Specifically
S{eJ) = [p e E(S)',pe=p=fp, epf=ef}.

We note that S(e, f) c E(S) Π V(ef).
The description in [10] and [38] of the free completely regular semigroup F£ R on a set X is via a description of the free unary semigroup F% on X\ that is, the free object on X in the variety of all semigroups with a unary operation. Let X = X U {( , )" 1 } where ( , )" 1 £ X. By [9] , /^ is the smallest subsemigroup of the free semigroup Fχ on X such that XQF$ and (w)" 1 €Ξ Fg for all w e F^. Define the content ofwef f to be the set c (w) = {letters of X appearing in w }. If w = Z>(α or u = ^)~XZ? where # e (F^) 1 and £ e i 7^1 we say that the occurrence of ( or )~* respectively is unmatched. If υ e Fχ let v & Fχ denote the word obtained from υ by successively deleting unmatched occurrences of ( and )~\ Define the left indicator L(w) ofw&Fχ by L(w) = a where α is the shortest initial segment of w such that c(a) = c(w). Similarly the right indicator of w is i?(π>) = Ί> where & is the shortest final segment of w such that c(w) = c (6) . It follows that L(w) = ux for some w e (F^) 1 and x e X\c(w)andi?(w) = jo for some v e (F^^andj e X\c(y).
As a notational convenience write w"" 1 in place of (w)" 1 in Fχ. Let λ be the congruence on F£ generated by the pairs (w, ww~ιw)> (ww~x, w~ιw) and ((w" 1 )" 1 , w) for all w e F^. The following summarizes Theorems 3.1, 42 and 5.4 of [2] THEOREM 2.1 [2] . Let w, v e F^. In the remainder of the paper we assume X is a countably infinite set. Every element of F£* can be written in the form w with w e F^. We hereby assume that w = v in F^R if and only if the identity w = v is a consequence of the identities xx" ι x = x, XJC" 1 = JC" X X and (x" 1 )" 1 = JC. Accordinly if V is a subvariety of the variety CR of all completely regular semigroups then we shall write the identities that hold in V in the form w = v where w, v e Fχ.
A binary relation ίona semigroup S is said to be fully invariant if for every endomorphism φ of S and every pair (JC, y) e θ then (xφ, yφ) e 0. LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a semigroup and θ be a fully invariant reflexive, symmetric binary relation on S. Then the congruence p on S that is generated by θ is fully invariant.
Proof. By [35] (α, b) e p if and only if there exist p i9 q t e S 1 and (α /5 &,) G ^ for 1 < i < n, some w, such that Let φ be an endomorphism of S and put lφ = 1. Suppose (a, b) Suppose (α, 6) G p. There exists x l9 ... 9 x n G X such that α and fe are products of elements from {x l9 ..., x n }. Select z l9 z 2 e(Jίu{l})\ {x l9 ... ,JC W }. Let φ be an endomorphism of Fjfandp, q e (Fjf) 1 . Define an endomoφhism ψ of i^such that x h \p = jc Λ φ for all A, 1 < Λ < «, z t ψ = /? and z 2 ψ = ήr.
We assume p = 1 if and only if z x = 1 and # = 1 if and only if z 2 = 1. Since (z x az 2 , z^bzj) G 0 and θ is fully invariant then ((z 1 αz 2 )ψ,(
With the obvious modification to the description of p in the proof it can be seen that Lemma 2.3 holds for any variety of algebras of finite type r.
We note that since completely regular semigroups are unions of groups then surjective semigroup homomorphisms preserve the unary operation. Conversely, unary semigroup homomorphisms are semigroup homomorphisms. Hence we need not distinguish between semigroup congruences and unary semigroup congruences on a completely regular semigroup.
In the text we consider the following lattices and their sublattices; the lattice ^(S) of all congruences on a semigroup 5, the lattice C(F£ R ) of all fully invariant congruences on i^R, and the lattice L CR of all subvarieties of CR.
If p is a fully invariant congruence on F£ R then denote by V p the subvariety of CR determined by the identities w = v for all (w, v) 3. Congruences on regular semigroups. We make extensive use of the kernel-trace description of congruences on regular semigroups. The description was introduced for inverse semigroups by H. E. Scheiblich [34] and extended to regular semigroups by R. Feigenbaum in [4] and [5] . We use the notation of [26] .
Let S be a regular semigroup. Recall that tf(S) denotes the lattice of congruences on S. The kernel of a congruence p on S is the union of all p-classes that contain idempotents, that is, (2) kerp = (JCE5; xpe for some e G E(S)}. Recall the definition of sandwich sets. For p e <g(S) let ρ min be the congruence on S which is generated by the relation (5) {{x,e)\ x e kerρ,e G S(x'x 9 xx') for some jt' G K(JC)}.
It follows from this definition that, for ί,pe #(S), is the greatest element of T p (we let p*: S -> 5/p denote the natural homomorphism). kerp <=> /7yήr e ker p).
By [35] p max is the greatest congruence such that kerp is a union of its classes. It readily follows that p max is the greatest element of K p . A congruence on S is idempotent pure if its kernel coincides with E(S). By Lallement's Lemma a congruence θ belongs to K p if and only if p min c θ and 0/p min is idempotent pure on S/p"**. If p, θ G ^(S) and kerp c ker0 (or even p c 0) it does not follow that p max c 0 max . To see this consider the inverse semigroup S that is a direct product of a non-trivial group G and the two element semilattice /= {0,1}. Let p be the equality relation on S and θ be the Rees congruence on S which has G X {0} as its non-trivial class. 1 " e T p n ίΓ p = { p}. A dual proof gives the other equality. THEOREM 
If p is a congruence on a regular semigroup S then
Proo/. Since p min c p and (p™")^ c p™ 11 FIGURE 1 it follows that (p min ) min V (p™ 11 )^, and Pmin n p min are in Γ pmin . We have proved that (ρ min ) min V (ρ min ) min and p min Π p min have the same trace and the same kernel; they are equal by (4) .
We remark that some of the congruences depicted in Figure 1 If we assume in Corollary 3.5 that the congruences p., for all / > 0, form a infinite chain where γ 7 and 8 i are not comparable then the sublattice of the Corollary can be depicted as in Figure 2 . We thus obtain a network of congruences on S that generalises the network of congruences on an inverse semigroup obtained in [29; §5] .
We conclude this section with an observation on fully invariant congruences. 
Proof. Let φ be an endomorphism of S. Then φ maps E(S) into E(S). It follows, since p is fully invariant, that tr p is a fully invariant relation on S.
Since a ^ ker p if and only if there exists e e E(S) such that (a,e) e p and since p is fully invariant it also follows that φ maps kerp into ker p. Hence, from (S(x'x, xx'))φ c ^(( C'ΛOΦΛXX OΦ) for any x e 5, we see that relation (5) is fully invariant. The congruences p min and p min are respectively generated by trp and relation (5) . Hence by Lemma 2.2, p min and p mm are fully invariant.
4.
Fully invariant congruences on a free completely regular semigroup. In the following X will be a countably infinite set and F£ R the free completely regular semigroup on X. Recall that V p is the variety of completely regular semigroups determined by the fully invariant congruence p on F£ R . Proof. Let φ be an endomoφhism of F£ R and T = Fχ R /p. Since p is fully invariant we can define an endomorphism ψ of T by xp*ψ = xφp$. It is easy to check that the equivalence relation Jfon a semigroup is fully invariant. Since the greatest idempotent separating congruence μ τ on T is the greatest congruence under the ^relation on T then by Lemma 2.3 μ τ is fully invariant. In particular μ τ is invariant under ψ, so by (8) We remark that the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that for any category of regular semigroups in which free objects exist and on which p is a fully invariant congruence, then p max is fully invariant.
As a notational convenience if S is a completely regular semigroup and w G S, then we write w° = ww~ι = w~ιw. 
F. J. PASTUN AND P. G. TROTTER
Proof. Define τ as in the last proof. Define τ θ as for T but with ker 0 in place of ker p. It follows easily that τ c τ θ . We saw that ρ max = T, SO 0 max = τ θ ; hence the result. 
in C(F™).
In the following result we look again at the situation described in Theorem 3.4. Hence by (4), η = θ V p min . Similarly ξ = θ V p min . Thus the mappings described in the Theorem are mutually inverse bijections.
It is easy to see that the mapping given by θ -> (θ V ρ min , θ V p mm ) is a complete V -homomorphism and that since the domain and range of the mapping are complete lattices then the mapping is a lattice isomorphism with the required inverse.
We remark that in a similar fashion we can show that, as intervals of by the mutually inverse isomorphisms given by
We remark that in a similar fashion it can be shown that as intervals Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.5, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2.
Recall that CR is the variety of all completely regular semigroups and L CR is the lattice of sub varieties of CR. Define U, , V,. and W, to be, in the notation of Theorem 5.3, the subvarieties of CR which are determined by the fully invariant congruences y i9 p, and δ, respectively for each integer i. We obtain a sublattice of L CR as depicted in Figure 4 . However some of We remark that the above corollaries are only samples of what we can achieve using the techniques developed in this paper. These techniques may facilitate the proving of various results in the existing literature.
In the following the aim is to show that for any fully invariant congruence p on JFCR that is not the equality relation, the lattice {y., δ i9 p έ ; i an integer} of Theorem 5.3 is infinite. Let F W CR denote the free completely regular semigroup on an n element set and F Λ be the variety of completely regular semigroups generated by Hence, by a simple induction argument utilizing Lemma 5.7 we get wy ln _ 1 = {w} for all w e C n and each integer n > 0. For w > 1, any subsemigroup of i^R generated by n elements of X is isomorphic to Ff R and is contained in C π . It follows that F^R is embedded in Fχ R /y 2n _ 1 = Z^"-1 for each integer n > 1. Since U2,2-i is the variety generated by F^2*- 1 we conclude that F n < U 2n _ 1 . We note that with more rehance on technical detail from [38] it can be shown that a free completely regular semigroup on any set has no non-equality idempotent pure congruence. In the following we shall show that the chain of varieties {F n ; n > 1} is also strictly increasing. We suppose x v ...,x n+2 e X, and define elements u n , v n e F£ R inductively for integers n > 1, as follows: (9) . Then u® = υ® is satisfied in V 2n but not in
F n+2
Proof. Since p is universal then γ 0 = p rίήn is the least group congruence on Fχ R . Then F£ R /y 0 is a free group. Since any x e l generates the free cyclic group as a subsemigroup of F^ [2; Proposition 3.3] then wy 0 = {w) for any w e F^R where \c(w)\ = 1; that is, for w e C x . We may continue as in the proof of Theorem 5.8 to get F n+ι < U 2n for all n > 1.
The Since (δ ι /y 2 )^: F^2 -> F™ 1 = Fχ is idempotent separating and since F® is orthodox it follows that the core of F^2, that is, the idempotent generated part of F^2, is a cryptogroup. Using Lallement's Lemma one easily shows that every homomoφhic image of F^2 has the same property. Hence the core of every S ^ U 2 is a cryptogroup. Conversely, if the core of a completely regular semigroup S is a cryptogroup and if μ s is the greatest idempotent separating congruence on S then using Hall's characterization of μ s [14] we easily see that S/μ s e O. Since tτμ s is the equality relation on E(S) it follows that S satisfies all identities of the form ww' 1 demands that Λ: X = x 2 so we conclude that ab = a is an identity not satisfied in B. Since B < O < U 2 we then have that F 2 < U 2 .
Since F x is the variety generated by the free cyclic group then F x is the variety of all abelian groups. U o is the variety of all groups so F x < U o .
Let F Π CR be freely generated by a set Z of n elements Let D n denote the S-class of elements of content Z. Then D n is a completely simple subsemigroup and ideal of F M CR . Define a relation T on i^C R such that T is the equality relation on F n CR \D n and T is the ^relation on D π . Since J? 7 is a congruence on D n then we see by Theorem 2.1 that r is a congruence on F Π CR . In fact τ is idempotent separating. We see that F^R/τ has an ideal that is an / X / rectangular band where, by Theorem 2.1, / is a countable set. Hence since varieties are closed under the taking of homomorphic images and the taking of subsemigroups we see that F n contains the variety of all rectangular bands RB.
Note also that F n contains the variety of all groups since by [2; §6] F W CR contains subgroups that are free of countably infinite rank. Thus RB V G < F 2 < U 2 . We summarise these remarks for U 2 .
THEOREM 5.15. Let p be a universal congruence on Fξ*. In the notation of Theorem 5.4, S G U 2 // and only if S is a completely regular semigroup whose core is a cryptogroup. Furthermore RB V G < F 2 < U 2 .
The following theorem is an easy corollary of the results of the paper and the remarks. THEOREM 
For any non-empty set Z, Z is infinite if and only if the only idempotent separating congruence on F^ is the equality relation.
Proof. Necessity is by Lemma 5.11. Sufficiency follows from the construction of the congruence T on jF n CR in the remarks preceding this Theorem.
